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Abstract. This paper shows how to use a top-level ontology to create
robust and logically coherent domain ontology in a way that facilitates
computational implementation and interoperability. It uses a domain on-
tology of ecosystem classification and delineation outlined informally Bai-
ley’s paper on ‘Delineation of Ecoregions’ as a running example. Baily’s
(from an ontological perspective) rather imprecise and ambiguous def-
initions are made more logically rigorous and precise by (a) restating
the informal definitions formally using the top-level terms whose seman-
tics was specified rigorously in a logic-based top-level ontology and (b)
by enforcing the clear distinction of types of relations as specified at the
top-level and specific relations of a given type as they occur in the ecosys-
tem domain. In this way it becomes possible to formally distinguish a
number of relations which logical interrelations are important but which
have been confused and been taken to be a single relation before.

1 Introduction

Ontologies are tools for specifying the semantics of terminology systems in a well
defined and unambiguous manner [1]. Domain ontologies are ontologies that pro-
vide the semantics for the terminology used to describe phenomena in a specific
discipline or a specific domain. In this paper the domain of ecosystem classifi-
cation and delineation is used as an example. Other domains include hydrology
and environmental science, as well as medicine, biology, and politics.

In contrast to domain ontologies, top-level ontologies specify the semantics
for very general terms (called here top-level terms) which play important foun-
dational roles in the terminology used in nearly every domain and discipline.
Top-level terms that are relevant to this paper are listed in Table 1.

Building a domain ontology is an expensive and complex process [3]. Re-
search has shown that robust domain ontologies must be [1, 4]: (i) based on a
well designed top-level ontology; (ii) developed rigorously using formal logic.
This means that the semantics of the domain vocabulary is specified within a
logic-based framework using top-level terms with an already well established se-
mantics. One advantage of this approach is that top-level ontologies need to be
developed only once and then can be reused in many different domain ontologies.



relational Symbolic
first arg. second arg. top-level terms representation

individual individual individual-part-of IP
individual universal instance-of Inst
individual collection member-of ε
universal universal sub-universal-of (is a) v
universal universal (up/down) universal-part-of uUP, dUP
collection universal extension-of Ext
collection collection sub-collection-of ≤
collection collection (up/down) partonomically-included-in uPI, dPI
collection individual sums-up-to Sum
collection individual partition-of Pt

Table 1. Types of top-level relations, their signatures, and their abbreviated top-level
terms. (Adopted from [2].)

Another advantage is that a top-level ontology provides semantic links between
the domain ontologies which are based on it.

A logic-based ontology is a logical theory [5]. The terms of the terminology,
whose semantics is to be specified, appear as names, predicate and relation
symbols of the formal language. Logical axioms and definitions are then added to
express relationships between the entities, classes, and relations denoted by those
symbols. Through the axioms and definitions the semantics of the terminology
is specified by admitting or rejecting certain interpretations. In [2] a logic-based
ontology for the top-level terms listed in Table 1 was presented.

Disciplines in which logic-based domain ontologies are quite common include
medicine, biomedicine, and microbiology. Examples of logic-based medical do-
main ontologies are GALEN [6], SNOMED CT [7], and the NCI Thesaurus
[8]. An example of a domain ontology for biomedicine and microbiology is the
description logic based version of the Gene Ontology [9]. Currently efforts are
being made to create a single suite of interoperabele biomedical ontologies with
a common top-level ontology as unifying ontological and formal basis [10, 11].

There are still only preliminary attempts to provide logic-based domain on-
tologies within the geo-spatial domains [12, 13]. Examples are [14, 15] for general
ontologies of geographic categories, [16] for a domain ontology for hydrology, and
[17, 18] for domain ontologies for ecosystems. The latter provide a starting point
for this paper.

This paper uses the example of ecosystem classification and delineation to
demonstrate how top-level ontologies can help to enhance the degrees to which
information processing tools can be used in the retrieval, management and inte-
gration of data by improving the robustness and logical rigor of domain ontolo-
gies the are used to structure the data to be processed. In Section 2 a simplified
version of a logic-based ontology for the top-level terms in Table 1. Section 3
discusses important distinctions in the use of top-level terms in top-level and
domain ontologies domain ontologies. Section 4 demonstrates how to build a
robust logic-based domain ontology of ecosystem classification and ecoregion de-



lineation by using the top-level ontology of Section 2 and the informal definitions
of domain specific terms presented in [19].

2 A simple top-level ontology

Following [2] three disjoint sorts of entities are distinguished: (i) individual en-
durants (New York City, New York State, Planet Earth); (ii) endurant universals
(human being, heart, human settlement, socio-economic unit); and (iii) collec-
tions of individual endurants (the collection of grocery items in my shopping
bag at this moment in time, the collection of all human beings existing at a
given time). In the logical theory this dichotomy of individuals, universals, and
collections is reflected by distinguishing different sorts of variables – one sort for
each category.

The theory is presented in a sorted first-order predicate logic with identity
and use the letters w, x, x1, y, z, . . . as variables ranging over (endurant) individ-
uals; c, d, e, g as variables ranging over universals; and p, q, r, p1, . . . as variables
ranging over collections. The logical connectors ¬,=, ∧ , ∨ , → , ↔ have their
usual meanings (not, identical-to, and, or, if . . . then, and if and only if (iff),
respectively). The symbol ≡ is used for definitions. (x) symbolizes universal
quantification (for all x . . . ) and (∃x) symbolizes existential quantification (there
is at least one x . . . ). All quantification is restricted to a single sort. Restrictions
on quantification will be understood by conventions on variable usage. Leading
universal quantifiers are omitted. Labels for axioms begin with ‘A’ and labels
for definitions begin with ‘D’.

Please note that the aim of this section is to give a self-contained and simpli-
fied axiomatic theory which is sufficient to demonstrate how to use a top-level
ontology to build an atemporal domain ontology of ecosystem classification and
delineation. For a more fully developed ontology see [2]. For additional discus-
sions of universals see for example [20].

2.1 Mereology of individuals

Individual-part-of relations hold between individual endurants. For example, my
heart is an individual part of my body, the Niagara Falls are individual parts
of the Niagara River, Nebraska is an individual part of the United States of
America. IP xy signifies that individual x is part of individual y.

The individual x overlaps the individual y if and only if there exists an
individual z such that z is a part of x and z is a part of y (DO).

DO O xy ≡ (∃z)(IP zx ∧ IP zy)

For example, Yellowstone National Park overlaps Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho.
The standard axioms requiring that individual parthood is reflexive (AM1),

antisymmetric (AM2), transitive (AM3) are included in the theory. In addition
it is required that if every z that overlaps x also overlaps y then x is part of y
(AM4).



AM1 IP xx
AM2 IP xy ∧ IP yx → x = y

AM3 IP xy ∧ IP yz → IP xz
AM4 (z)(O zx → O zy) → IP xy

2.2 Collections, sums, partitions, and partonomic inclusion

Collections are like (finite) sets of individuals with at least one member. Exam-
ples of collections include: the collection of Hispanic people in Buffalo’s West
Side as specified in the 2000 census records, the collection of federal states of the
USA, the collection of postal districts in the USA, etc.

The symbol ‘ ε ’ stands for the member-of relation between individuals and
collections. The notation {x1, . . . , xn} is used to refer to a finite collection having
x1, . . . , xn as members. A minimal set of axioms requires: collections comprehend
in every case at least one individual (AC1) and that two collections are identical
if and only if they have the same members (AC2); for every x there is a collection
having x as its only member (AC3); the union of two collection always exists
(AC4).

AC1 (∃x)(x ε p)
AC2 p = q ↔ (x)(x ε p ↔ x ε q)

AC3 (∃p)(p = {x})
AC4 (∃r)(x)(x ε r ↔ x ε p ∨ x ε q)

The following definitions are included: collection p is a sub-collection of the
collection q (p ≤ q) if and only if every member of p is also a member of q (D≤);
Collection p is discrete, D p, if and only if the members p do not overlap (DD);
The individual y is the sum of the members of the collection p if and only if
every individual w overlaps y if and only if y overlaps some member of p DSum;
Collection p partitions the individual y if and only if y is the sum of p and p is
discrete (DPt).

D≤ p ≤ q ≡ (x)(x ε p → x ε q)
DD D p ≡ (x)(y)(x ε p ∧ y ε p ∧ O xy → x = y)
DSum Sum py ≡ (x)(O xy ↔ (∃z)(z ε p ∧ O xz))
DPt Pt pyt ≡ Sum pyt ∧ D pt

For example, the collection which has the federal states of the USA and the
District of Columbia as its only members is discrete. The USA is the sum of this
collection. Moreover, this collection partitions the USA.

Collection p is upwards partionomically included in collection q if and only if
every member of p is an individual part of some member of q (uPI). Collection p
is downwads partionomically included in collection q if and only if every member
of q has some member of p as an individual part (dPI).

DuPI uPI pq ≡ (x)(x ε p → (∃y)(y ε q ∧ IP xy))
DdPI dPI pq ≡ (y)(y ε q → (∃x)(x ε p ∧ IP xy))

For example, let USC be the collection which has all the counties1 of the USA as
its members and let USF be the collection that has all the federal states of the
1 To keep matters simple I ignore the fact that in Louisiana counties are called ‘parish’

and in Alaska counties are called ‘borough’.



USA as its members. Then USC is up- and downwards partionomically included
in USF : every member of USC (a county) is part of some member of USF (a
federal state) and every member of USF (a federal state) has some member of
USC (a county) as its part.

2.3 Universals, instantiation, and universal parthood

The variables c, d, e, g are used for universals (classes, types) like (human being,
federal state, mountain, forest, tree, plant, and so forth). The relation of instanti-
ation holds between individuals and universals. For example New York City is an
instance of the universal city. ‘Inst xc’ signifies that the individual x instantiates
the universal c. In terms of Inst one can define: c is a sub-universal-of d if and
only if the instances of c are also instances of d (Dv); c is a proper sub-universal-
of d if and only if c is a sub-universal of d and d is not a sub-universal-of c (D@);
collection p is the extension of universal c if and only if for all x, x is a member
of p if and only if x instantiates c (DExt).

Dv c v d ≡ (x)(Inst xc → Inst xd)
D@ c @ d ≡ c v d ∧ d 6v c
DExt Ext pc ≡ (x)(x ε p ↔ Inst xc)

For example, the universal federal state is a sub-universal-of the universal socio-
economic unit. Therefore every instance of federal state (e.g., New York State)
is also an instance of socio-economic unit. The extension of the universal federal
state is the collection of all federal states. This collection has as members the
federal states of the USA, the federal states of Germany, etc.

The following axioms are included: every universal has an instance (AU1);
there is maximal universal (AU2); two universals are identical if and only if they
have the same instances (AU3);2 if two universals share a common instance then
one is a sub-universal of the other (AU4); and if c is a proper sub-universal of d
then there is a proper sub-universal e of d such that c and d have no instance in
common (A5).

AU1 (∃x)Inst xc
AU2 (∃x)(y)(y v x)

AU3 (x)(Inst xc ↔ Inst xd) ↔ c = d
AU4 (∃x)(Inst xc ∧ Inst xd) → c v d ∨ d v c
AU5 c @ d → (∃e)(e @ d ∧ ¬(∃x)(Inst xc ∧ Inst xe)

From these axioms it follows that universals form tree-like hierarchies ordered
by the sub-universal relation. In the scientific realm such tree-like structures
most closely resemble classification hierarchies established using the Aristote-
lean method of classification. Using this method classification trees (intended to
resemble hierarchies of universals) are built by defining a universal lower down
in the hierarchy by specifying the parent universal together with the relevant

2 This certainly is an oversimplification but will not cause problems for the limited
scope of this paper.



differentia, which specify what marks out instances of the defined universal or
species within the wider parent universal or genus, as in: human =df rational
animal where ‘rational’ is the differentia [21, 18]. Differentia need to be such that
the immediate sub-universals of a given universal are jointly exhaustive and pair-
wise disjoint. Thus besides rational animals there are non-rational animals and
all animals are either rational or non-rational.

Corresponding to the partonomic inclusion relations uPI and dPI between
collections the relations of upward and downward universal parthood, uUP and
dUP, between universals are introduced: c is an upward-universal-part-of uni-
versal d if and only if every instance of c is an individual part of some instance
of d (DuUP); c is a downward-universal-part-of universal d if and only if every
instance of d has some instance of c as an individual part (DdUP).

DuUP uUP cd ≡ (x)(Inst xc → (∃y)(Inst yd ∧ IP xy))
DdUP dUP cd ≡ (y)(Inst yc → (∃x)(Inst xc ∧ IP xy))

For example, the universal waterfall is an upwards-universal-part of the universal
river, since every instance of waterfall is individual-part-of some instance of river.

The formal theory presented in this section is called TLO. A computa-
tional representation of this theory can be found at http://www.buffalo.edu/
~bittner3/Theories/Papers/Cosit2007Theory.html. A more sophisticated ver-
sion which constitutes the basis of Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) can be accessed
via http://www.ifomis.org/bfo/fol.

3 From top-level ontologies to domain ontologies

The terms of a top-level ontology refer to classes of relations in certain intended
domains of interpretation which satisfy the relevant axioms of the top-level on-
tology. In the reminder I will refer to the relations that satisfy the axioms asso-
ciated to the top-level term T of TLO in the intended domains of interpretation
relations of type T . For example, relations (in the intended domains of interpre-
tation) which satisfy the axioms (AU1-5, Dv, and D@) associated with the term
‘sub-universal-of’ (abbreviated by v) are called relations of type sub-universal-
of, or sub-universal-of relations for short. Similarly, relations (in the intended
domains of interpretation) which satisfy the axioms (AM1-4 and DO) associated
with the term ‘individual-part-of’ (abbreviated by IP) are called relations of type
individual-part-of, or individual-part-of relations for short.

In domain ontologies top-level terms often refer specific relations in a par-
ticular domain. For example, in a domain ontology of socio-economic units, the
term ‘sub-universal-of’ may refer to a specific relation which holds between socio-
economic units, and which satisfies the axioms associated with the term ‘sub-
universal-of’ in TLO. Thus in some sense, a domain ontology is a formal repre-
sentation of one specific model (in the model-theoretic sense) of the underlying
top-level ontology.

The distinction between types of relations as they are specified in top-level
ontologies and particular relations of a given type in a given domain becomes



even more important in domains where there is more than one relation of a given
type. In the ecosystem example in Section 4 there will be three distinct relations
of type sub-universal-of and three distinct relations of type universal-part-of.

The remainder of this section addresses more formally the distinction between
a specific relation on a particular domain and types of relations as specified in a
top-level ontology.

3.1 Specific binary relations

A (specific) binary relation R with domain of discourse D(R) is a set of ordered
pairs of members of the set D(R), i.e., R ⊆ D(R) × D(R).3 If R is a binary
relation with domain D(R) then I will also say that R is a binary relation on
D(R). I write R(x, y) to say that R holds between x, y ∈ D(R), i.e., R(x, y) if
and only if (x, y) ∈ R. If R is a binary relation on D(R) then one can define
the relations uR and dR on the powerset (the set of all subsets) of D(R), i.e.,
D(uR) = D(dR) = P(D(R)), as follows:

uR(X, Y )=df∀x ∈ X : ∃y ∈ Y : R(x, y)
dR(X, Y )=df∀y ∈ Y : ∃x ∈ X : R(x, y) (1)

R is called an individual-level relation on D(R) while uR and dR are class-
level relations on P(D(R)) [11, 22]. For example, if R is the individual-part-of
relation between human body parts (e.g., my left arm is an individual-part-of
my body) then the class-level relation uR is the relation upwards-universal-
part-of between body part universals (the universal left arm is a upwards-(and
downwards)-universal-part-of the universal human body.)

For any binary (individual-level or class-level) relation R, one can define the
immediate-R-relation, Ri on D(R) in terms of R: The immediate-R-relation, Ri,
holds between x and y if and only if the relation R holds between x and y and
there is not member z of the domain of R such that R(x, z) and R(z, y).4

Ri(x, y)=dfR(x, y) and ¬(∃z)(z ∈ D(R) and R(x, z) and R(z, y)) (2)

Consider Fig. 1 which depicts the graph of the relation immediate-sub-universal-
of between ecosystem universals such that the set of nodes of the graph is the
domain of this relation. The relation immediate-sub-universal-of is a specific ex-
ample of an Ri-relation in the sense of Definition 2. The corresponding R-relation
is the sub-universal-of relation between the ecosystem universals represented by
the nodes of the graph.

In general, let Γ = (N,E) be the graph of the relation Ri. Then the set
of nodes of Γ is the domain of Ri, i.e., N = D(Ri) = D(R), and (x, y) ∈ Ri

3 In the meta-language the language of set theory is used to talk about specific relations
and their properties in a general but precise way.

4 There may be situations where Ri is the empty relation – See [23] for details. For
most non-empty Ri, Ri is intransitive – See [23] and Table 2.



if and only if there is an edge from node x to node y in the graph, i.e., V =
{(x, y)|Ri(x, y)}. In the remainder of this paper it is always assumed that the set
of nodes, N , is finite, and it will always be the case that if Γ is the graph of the
relation Ri then R is the reflexive and transitive closure of Ri. Ri-relations will be
used in Section 4 to draw graphs of specific binary relations between individual
ecoregions and ecosystem classes. These graphs serve as graphic representations
of a ‘formal’ domain ontology. Under the assumptions made here one can always
obtain R from the graph of Ri and vice versa.

Any given binary (individual-level or class-level) relation either has or lacks
each of the logical properties listed in Table 2 (and of course others). The prop-
erties of reflexivity, antisymmetry, transitivity, as well as the root property are
standard and do not need further discussion. Relation R has the no-single-
immediate-predecessor property (NSIP) if and only if for all x, y ∈ D(R), if
Ri(x, y) then there is a z ∈ D(R) such that Ri(z, y) and x 6= z. For example,
the relation immediate-sub-universal-of in Fig. 1, has the NSIP property: every
non-leaf node of the graph has at least two children. The relation which graph
is depicted in Fig. 2(b) lacks the NSIP property.

Relation R has the single-immediate-successor property (SIS) if and only if
some members of D(R) stand in the Ri relation and no x ∈ D(R) stands in the
Ri relation to distinct members of D(R). For example, the relation immediate-
sub-universal-of in Fig. 1, has the SIS property: every node has at most one
parent. Graphs of relations that lack the SIS property form lattice structures,
in which there may be nodes with more than one parent, rather than trees. (See
[23] for extended discussions.)

property description

reflexive ∀x ∈ D(R) : R(x, x)
antisymmetric ∀x, y ∈ D(R): if R(x, y) and R(y, x) then x = y
transitive ∀x, y, z ∈ D(R): if R(x, y) and R(y, z) then R(x, z)
intransitive ∀x, y ∈ D(R): if R(x, y) and R(y, z) then not R(x, z)
root ∃x ∈ D(R): [∃y ∈ D(R): R(y, x) and ∀y ∈ D(R): R(y, x) or y = x]
NSIP ∀x, y ∈ D(R): (if Ri(x, y) then ∃z ∈ D(R): (Ri(z, y) and x 6= z))
SIS ∃x, y ∈ D(R) : Ri(x, y) and

∀x, y, z ∈ D(R): (if Ri(x, y) and Ri(x, z) then y = z)
Table 2. Properties which a binary relation R either has or lacks. [23].

3.2 Properties and types of relations

One can classify binary relations according to their logical properties. Relations
of type partial ordering are relations which are reflexive, antisymmetric, and
transitive. Relations of type individual-part-of are relations that hold between
individual entities and that are reflexive, antisymmetric, transitive, and in ad-
dition satisfy axiom AM4. Hence relations of type individual-part-of are also of



type partial ordering. Relations of type rooted partial ordering are relations of
type partial ordering that also have the root property. Since relations satisfy
the axioms of the top-level ontology in virtue of the properties they possess or
lack, the types of relations defined in terms of satisfaction of axioms of the top-
level ontology corresponds to the typing of relations according to their logical
properties.

Relations of type finite list-or-tree forming are relations of type rooted partial
ordering which are such that if R is a relation of type rooted partial ordering then
Ri (the immediate R-relation in the sense of Def. 2) has the SIS property. All
the relations whose Ri-graphs are depicted in this paper are of type finite list-or-
tree forming. Intended interpretations of the top-level term universal-part-of are
relations of type finite tree forming that hold between between universals and
which are related to the individual-part-of relation between their instantiating
individuals in the ways specified in DuUP and DdUP.

Relations of type finite tree forming are relations of type rooted partial or-
dering which are such that if R is a relation of type rooted partial ordering then
Ri has the NSIP and the SIS properties. The relations whose Ri-graphs are de-
picted in Figures 1, 2(a), 3, 4, 5(a) and 5(b) all are of type finite tree forming.
Intended interpretations of the top-level term sub-universal-of of TLO are rela-
tions of type finite tree forming that hold between between universals and are
related in the appropriate ways to the instance-of relation between individuals
and universals, i.e., satisfy the axioms AU1-5, Dv, and D@.

In the remainder of this paper I use small capital letters to signify top-
level terms referring to types of entities such as individual and universal,
and for top-level terms referring to types of relations such as individual-part-
of, universal-part-of, sub-universal-of, etc. These terms correspond to
the symbols used in the formal theory, TLO, as summarized in Table 1. I use
typewriter font and superscripts to distinguish specific relations in the domain
ontology from relation-types denoted by top-level terms in the top-level ontology.
I.e., I write sub-universal-of1 and sub-universal-of2 to refer to distinct
specific relation among ecosystem universals, both of which satisfy the axioms
of the sub-universal-of relation in the top-level ontology in virtue of their
logical properties.

4 Ecosystem classification and delineation

In this section a domain ontology of ecosystem classification and delineation is
developed. The domain ontology os based on Bailey’s influential paper ”Delini-
ation of ecosystem regions” [19]. Baily’s specification of his domain ontology is
from a formal-ontological perspective rather imprecise and ambiguous. It will be
made more rigorous and precise by (a) using the semantically well-defined top-
level terms listed in Table 1 and (b) by enforcing the clear distinction of types
of relations as specified in the top-level ontology and specific relations of a given
type as they occur in the ecosystem domain. This will make it possible to explic-
itly distinguish a number of relations which have been confused and been taken



to be a single relation before. Graphic rather than symbolic representations for
those relations will be used in this section. The symbolic representations can be
obtained from the graphs as described in Section 3.1.

4.1 Classification of geographic ecosystems with respect to broad
climatic similarity, and definite vegetational affinities

Consider the following sentence:

(BL1) ”Ecoregions are large ecosystems of regional extent that contain a
number of smaller ecosystems. They are geographical zones that rep-
resent geographical groups of similarly functioning ecosystems” [19,
p. 365]

Using the terms of the top-level ontology one can rephrase (BL1) as follows:
Ecoregions are individuals that are individual-parts-of the biosphere on the
surface of the Earth (an individual). Ecosystems are universals and are in-
stantiated by ecoregions5 with similar functional characteristics. Geographic
ecosystems are ecosystem universals which instantiating ecoregions are of ge-
ographic scale or larger. Every ecoregion has smaller ecoregions as individual-
parts all of which are instances-of the universal ecosystem.

According to this interpretation of (BL1), ‘are’ (in BL1) is intended to mean
instantnce-of, ‘contains’ is intended to mean has-individual-part, ‘repre-
sent’ is intended to mean instance-of, ’geographical groups of similarly func-
tioning ecosystems’ is intended to mean universals that are instantiated by
similarly functioning ecoregions (individuals).

(BL2) ”Regional boundaries may be delineated ... by analysis of the en-
vironmental factors that most probably acted as selective forces in
creating variation in ecosystems” [19, p. 366]

(BL2) indicates that the differentia used for distinguishing ecosystem univer-
sals are environmental factors that create the variations between the ecoregions
that instantiate distinct ecosystem universals. Environmental factors used
as differentia fall into the two major groups of climate and vegetation [19]. The
climate categorization is based on the annual and monthly averages of temper-
ature and precipitation [24].

Thus, geographic ecosystems are universals which instances, ecoregions,
are characterized by broad climatic similarity, definite vegetational affinities, etc.
The resulting classification hierarchy is depicted in Fig. 1 where the nodes of
the depicted graph are ecosystem universals that form the domain of the rela-
tion sub-universal-of1 and the directed edges represent the relation sub-uni-
versal-of1

i (the immediate sub-universal-of relation in the sense of equation 2

5 Ecoregions here are individual ecosystem, i.e., ‘ecoregion’ and ‘ecosystem individual’
treated as synonyms. Following Bailey no distinction between an individual ecosys-
tem and the region it occupies at a given point in time is made.



which domain corresponds to the nodes of the graph). The root of the tree is
the ecosystem universal geographic ecosystem. The relevant differentia which
indicate what marks out instances of the immediate sub-universals of the
root are roughly Koeppen’s climate groups [19]6. For example,

Humid Temperate Ecosystem =df Geographic Ecosystem with humid tem-
perate climate.

The relevant differentia which tell us what marks out instances of the imme-
diate sub-universals of the ecosystem universals that are differentiated by
climate groups, are roughly Koeppen’s climate types [19]. For example,

Prairie Ecosystem =df Humid Temperate Ecosystem with prairie climate.

The relevant differentia which tell us what marks out instances of the imme-
diate sub-universals of the ecosystem universals that are differentiated by
climate groups and climate types are climax plant formations [19]. For example,

Prairie Bushland Ecosystem =df Prairie Ecosystem with climax vegetation
type Bushland.

It follows that all ecoregions that instantiate the universal Humid Temper-
ate Ecosystem are characterized by the humid temperate climate group. Simi-
larly, ecoregions that instantiate the universal Prairie Bushland Ecosystem
are characterized by the humid temperate climate group, by the prairie climate
type, and by bushland vegetation. In other words: Prairie Bushland Ecosystem is
a sub-universal-of1 Prairie Ecosystem which in turn is a sub-universal-of1

Humid temperate domain and thus, according to definition (Dv), every instance-
of Prairie Bushland Ecosystem is an instance-of Prairie Ecosystem and is also
an instance-of Humid Temperate Ecosystem.

Geographic
Ecosystem

Polar HumidTemp Dry HumidTrop

Tundra Subarctic Continental Subtropical Marine Prairie Meditrrian Tropical Temperate Savanna Rainforest

Warm Hot TropSteppe TropDessert TempSteppe TempDessert

Fig. 1. Graphs of the relations sub-universal-of1
i and upwards-universal-part-of1

i .
Notice that in Bailey’s classification all the leaf nodes in the depicted graph have further
sub-universals which are omitted here. See [19, p. 369] for a more complete tree.

6 Bailey collapses Koeppen’s subtropical and temperate climate groups into ‘Humid
temperate’.



4.2 Universal parthood relations between ecosystem universals

One can make (BL1) even more precise by using the top-level relation universal-
part-of to specify more precisely what is meant by ”Ecoregions are large ecosys-
tems of regional extent that contain a number of smaller ecosystems”. This por-
tion of (BL1) indicates that, corresponding to the relation sub-universal-of1

between ecosystem universals, there is a hierarchical order in which smaller
ecosystem universals are parts of larger ecosystem universals.

Let ecosystem universal E1 be a sub-universal-of1 ecosystem univer-
sal E2 as depicted in Fig. 1. One can verify that every instance-of universal
E1 is an individual-part-of some instance-of universal E2. Thus, in ad-
dition to the relation sub-universal-of1, the relation upwards-universal-
part-of1 holds between the ecosystem universals depicted in Fig. 1. For exam-
ple, every ecoregion which is an instance-of the universal Prairie Bushland
Ecosystem is individual-part-of an ecoregion that is an instantce-of the
universal Prairie Ecosystem. Similarly, every ecoregion that is an instance-of
the universal Prairie Ecosystem is in turn individual-part-of some ecore-
gion that is an instance-of the universal Humid Temperate Ecosystem.

One can see that there is a correspondence between the relation sub-uni-
versal-of1 and upwards-universal-part-of1 in the sense that for all nodes
E1 and E2 in the graph of Fig. 1: E1 is a sub-universal-of1 E2 if and only if E1

is a upwards-universal-part-of1 E2. However, from the top-level ontology it is
clear that these two relations are very different: upwards-universal-part-of1

is a class-level relation corresponding to an individual-level relation of type
individual-part-of (Definitions (1) and (DuUP)). By contrast, the relation
sub-universal-of1 is NOT a class-level version of an individual-level relation.7

4.3 Classification of ecosystems according to kinds of climatic and
vegetation characteristics

(BL3) ”A hierarchical order is established by defining successively smaller
ecosystems within larger ecosystems ... subcontinental areas, termed
domains, are identified on the basis of broad climatic similarity ...
domains ... are further subdivided, again on the basis of climatic
criteria, into divisions ... divisions correspond to areas having definite
vegetational affinities” [19, p. 366]

(BL3) indicates that, in addition to the classification of ecosystems according to
particular climatic and vegetational affinities among the instantiating ecore-
gions (Fig. 1), Bailey also classifies ecosystems according to the kinds of climatic
and vegetation characteristics that characterize the instantiating ecoregions.
Bailey [19] distinguishes the following (additional) geographic ecosystem uni-
versals: domains are ecosystem universals, which instantiating ecoregions
7 This indicates some serious limitations of the extensional conception of relations

as introduced in Section 3.1, which identifies the relations sub-universal-of1 and
upwards-universal-part-of1.



are characterized only by the climatic group; divisions, which instantiating
ecoregions are characterized by climatic group and climatic type but not by
plant formations; and provinces, which instantiating ecoregions are charac-
terized by climatic group and climatic type and the climax plant formations
[19, Fig. 1, p. 367].8 The graph of the resulting relation sub-universal-of2

i

is depicted in Fig. 2(a), which shows ecosystem universals as nodes and the
relation sub-universal-of2

i as directed edges.

Geographic
Ecosystem

Domain Division Province

(a) Graph of sub-universal-of2
i .

Domain

Division

Province

GeographicEcosystem

(b) Graph of
(up-and down)
universal-part-of2

i .

Fig. 2. Relations among ecosystem universals whose instances are characterized by the
same kinds of climatic and vegetation characteristics.

Under the assumption that ecoregions that are homogeneous in climate group,
type, etc. are also spatially maximal9, there is an interrelationship between the
size of an ecoregion and the kinds of climatic, vegetation, etc. characteristics that
characterize that ecoregion in the sense described in the previous paragraph. As
pointed out in (BL3) the universal domain is instantiated by ecoregions of
subcontinental scale. Ecoregions that instantiate the universals division and
province are of successively smaller scales.

The hierarchical ‘nesting’ of provinces into divisions into domains is captured
by relations of type universal-part-of. Let upwards-universal-part-of2 be
the relation which holds between the universals domain, division, province and
Geographic ecosystem such that every instance-of the universal division is
individual-part-of some instance-of the universal domain and similarly
for province and division, and domain and Geographic Ecosystem. The graph of
upwards-universal-part-of2

i is represented by the upwards pointing arrows
in Fig. 2(b).

8 Sections are omitted in this paper.
9 Bailey seems to mean maximal but not necessarily singly-connected parts of a given

continent.



Between the universals domain, division, and province in addition the rela-
tion downwards-universal-part-of2 holds: every instance-of the universal
domain has some instance-of the universal division as an individual-part
and every instance-of the universal division has some instance-of the uni-
versal province as an individual-part. Notice, that NOT every instance-of
Geographic Ecosystem has some instance-of domain as an individual part.
(The Subtropical Division is an instance of geographic ecosystem but there is
no instance of domain that is as an individual part of the Subtropical Divi-
sion.) The graph of the relation downwards-universal-part-of2

i is represented
by the downwards arrows in Fig. 2(b).

One can see that, in contrast to the graphs of sub-universal-of1
i and

upwards-universal-part-of1
i , the graphs of sub-universal-of2

i and upwards-
universal-part-of2

i are quite different. This is another reason why it is impor-
tant to distinguish between relations of type sub-universal-of and relations
of type (upwards-) universal-part-of.

4.4 ‘Intersecting’ both classifications

There are ecoregions that are instances-of both, the universal domain and
the universal Humid Temperate Ecosystem. Bailey [19] calls the universal
that has as instances all ecoregions that are instances-of both, domain and
Humid Temperate Ecosystem, Humid Temperate Domain. Dry domain is the
universal that has as instances all ecoregions that instantiate Dry ecosys-
tem and domain. Similarly for Polar domain, Tundra division, etc. (See also [17]
for a similar approach or ‘intersecting’ classification trees.)

Let sub-universal-of3 be the sub-universal-of relation which has as its
domain the set which has as its members universals that are constructed in
the way described in the previous paragraph and, in addition, the universal
Geographic ecosystem. An important feature of the relation sub-universal-of3

is, that Geographic ecosystem is the only universal that a has proper sub-
universal. Thus, the graph of sub-universal-of3

i is a flat but rather broad
tree as indicated in Fig. 3.

The graph of the relation sub-universal-of3
i is a refinement of the graph of

the relation sub-universal-of2
i in Fig. 2(a) in the sense that each of the nodes

domain, division, and province in the graph of the relation sub-universal-of2
i

is replaced by a set of jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint universals. For
example, the node Domain in Fig. 2(a) is replaced by the nodes PolarDomain,
Humid Temperate Domain, Dry domain, and Humid Tropical domain in Fig. 3.
Similarly for the other nodes in Fig. 2(a).

Let upwards-universal-part-of3 be the upwards-universal-part-of
relation on the domain of sub-universal-of3. The graph of upwards-universal-
part-of3

i (Fig. 4) is a refinement of the graph of upwards-universal-part-of2
i

(Fig. 2(b)) in the sense that the nodes domain, division, and province of the
graph of upwards-universal-part-of2

i correspond to layers or cuts [18] in the
tree formed by the graph of sub-universal-of3

i .



...
division

...
province

Geographic
Ecosystem

Polar
domain

HumidTemp
domain

Dry
domain

HumidTrop
domain

Subarctic
division

Tundra
division

Fig. 3. Graph of the relation sub-universal-of3
i .

Geographic
Ecosystem

PolarDomain HumidTempDomain DryDomain HumidTropDomain

Tundra
division

Subarctic
division

Continental
division

Warm
province

Hot
province

Subtropical
division

Marine
division

Prairie
division

Meditrrian
division

Tropical
division

TempSteppe
province

TempDessert
province

Temperate
division

TempSteppe
province

TempDessert
province

Savanna
division Rainforest

Fig. 4. Graph of the relation universal-part-of3
i .

Notice, that there is a graph-isomorphism between the graphs of the relations
sub-universal-of1

i , upwards-universal-part-of
1
i , and upwards-universal-

part-of3
i , i.e., the graphs of the relations are structurally identical. Notice,

however, that the domains of the relations upwards-universal-part-of1 and
upwards-universal-part-of3 are quite different, since the sub-universal-of
relations, sub-universal-of1

i and sub-universal-of3
i are very different as eas-

ily recognizable in Figures 1 and 3.

4.5 Ecosystem delineation

The discussion so far has focused on ecosystem classifications (sub-universal-
of relations) and on the hierarchical spatial nestings that are induced by these
classifications through the corresponding universal-part-of relations. How-
ever Bailey [19] also emphasizes the delineation of ecoregions. Delineation here
refers to the establishing of fiat boundaries [25]10 that separate ecoregions which
instantiate ecosystem universals that are differentiated in the sub-universal
hierarchy. That is, delineation at the level of ecoregions (individuals) corre-
sponds to establishing differentia between ecosystem universals.

Consider the classification of geographic ecosystem universals into domain,
division, province, etc. (formally represented by the relation sub-universal-of2

as depicted via sub-universal-of2
i in Fig. 2(a)). This classification is such

that the extension of the universal domain (i.e., the collection of ecore-
gions that instantiate the universal domain) partitions the (biosphere
10 Of course, those boundaries are subject to vagueness, as Bailey himself points out.



on) the surface of the Earth in the sense that that (i) no distinct member-of
the extension-of domain have a common individual-part and (ii) jointly
the members-of the extension-of domain sum-up-to the individual ‘(Bio-
sphere on) the surface of Earth’. That is, the ecoregions that are members of
the extension of domain are jointly exhaustive and pair-wise disjoint. Simi-
larly, the extensions of division and province all partition the individual
Surface of Earth. (Fig. 5(a).)

Surface of the Earth

Extension
of domain

parti-            
tion-of              

Extension
of division

parti-       
tion-of        

Extension
of province

parti-
tion-of

(a) The extensions of the univer-
sals domain, division, and province
partition the surface of Earth.
(partition-ofE)

North American Continent (NAC)

DO

parti-          
tion-of            

DI

parti-          
 tion-of           

PR

parti-
 tion-of

(b) Collections of geographic
ecoregions that partition NAC .
partition-ofNAC

Fig. 5. Partitions formed by collections of ecoregions.

Consider the universal Dry Domain. Obviously, not all ecoregions that
are instances of this universal are individual-parts-of the North Amer-
ican continent (NAC ). In fact, there is only a single instance of Dry Domain
that is individual-part-of NAC. The other instances-of Dry Domain are
individual-parts-of other continents.

For many practical purposes it is useful to refer not to all instances of uni-
versals like domain, division, and province but only to those instances that
are individual-part-of the North American Continent (NAC ). For this pur-
pose the notion of collection is used. Let DO be the collection of ecoregions
that are instances-of the universal domain and that are individual-part-
of NAC ; let DI be the collection of ecoregions that are instantces-of the
universal division and that are individual-part-of NAC ; and let PR be the
collection of ecoregions that are instances-of the universal province and
that are individual-part-of NAC. The collection DO is a partition-of
the individual North American Continent (NAC) in the sense that (i) no dis-
tinct members-of DO have a common individual-part and (ii) jointly the
members of DO sum-up-to NAC. Similarly, the collections DI and PR are
partitions-of NAC. The graph of the relation partition-ofNAC is depicted
in Fig. 5(b).

The collections DO, DI, and PR not only partition NAC they are also
(up-and downward) partonomically-included in one another in the sense
that they are hierarchically structured such that every member-of PR is an
individual-part-of some member-of DI and every member-of DI has some



member-of PR as individual-part. Similarly for DI and DO and for PR
and DO. Of course this mirrors the universal-part-of relations upwards and
downwards-universal-part-of2 between the universals province, division, and
domain (Fig. 2(b)).

5 Conclusions

In this paper a logic-based top-level ontology was used to create a domain on-
tology of ecosystem classification and delineation. The aim was to express the
domain ontology underlying Bailey’s paper ‘Delineation of Ecoregions’ [19] in a
logically rigorous form that is accessible not only to human domain specialists
but also to computers.

Notice that the claim of the paper is not that Bailey’s definitions must be
interpreted in the ways suggested here. In fact it is a weakness of Bailey’s defini-
tions that they are imprecise (at least from a logical and computational perspec-
tive) and can be interpreted in different ways, and thus leave (at least from the
perspective of a non-domain specialist) the exact nature of the relationships be-
tween the classification of ecosystems into different kinds and the spatial nesting
of ecoregions that instantiate those kinds implicit.

It was the aim of this paper to make one possible interpretation of Bai-
ley’s work as precise as possible by using notions like individual, universal,
instance-of, part-of, universal-part-of, partition-of, etc., which exact
meaning was specified using an axiomatic theory. This makes it easier for other
researchers to understand and to criticize this particular interpretations.

The analysis of this paper also showed is that it is important to distinguish
types of relations as specified at the top-level from specific relations of a given
type as they occur in a specific domain. By taken this distinction into account it
became possible to explicitly distinguish a number of relations among ecosystems
and ecoregions which have been confused and been taken to be a single relation
before.
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